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Abstract: This study presents a two-year design trajectory of knowledge building and examines 

the process of how students’ epistemic understanding of knowledge building promoted 

knowledge advancement under the mediation of their engagement on Knowledge Forum, a 

computer-supported environment. Four iterative studies on the same cohort (n =211) from four 

large Grade-Four classes in China were conducted based on increasing complex knowledge-

building designs over two years. Quantitative results obtained from the semantic network 

analysis of word networks show collective knowledge advancement over time. Qualitative 

analyses of interviews and questionnaires reveal the developmental trajectory of students’ 

epistemic understanding started from idea-sharing to theory building, collective cognitive 

responsibility, and finally to progressive knowledge building. As indicated by further path 

analysis, students’ epistemic understanding of knowledge building predicted their Knowledge 

Forum interaction and depth of Knowledge Forum discourse, which in turn exerted influences 

on collective knowledge advancement and individual scientific understanding. This study sheds 

light on the design trajectory of knowledge building to promote epistemic changes and 

collective knowledge advancement. 

Introduction 
Recent science education reforms have emphasized the need to engage students in authentic, real-world scientific 

practices (NGSS Lead States, 2013). Despite the great interest in this field, such engagement is often superficial 

and limited to fixed and pre-designed activities (Chinn & Malhotra, 2002). Thus, designing an environment that 

engages students in authentic scientific practices and promotes collective knowledge advancement becomes a 

major challenge. 

In the learning sciences, the focus has long been put on the creation of authentic environments that mirror 

the practices of specific disciplines (Danish & Gresalfi, 2018). Knowledge Building, a major research theme in 

the learning sciences, relies on the creation of scientific communities (Bereiter et al., 1997). It aims to transform 

education by introducing the concept of knowledge-building communities (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2014). 

Specifically, members of a knowledge-building community work together to foster collective knowledge 

advancement (Scardamalia, 2002). An online platform Knowledge Forum was developed to support such creative 

communities’ work, which allows students to post problems, co-construct explanations, and conduct sustained 

inquiries for collective knowledge advancement. The community created by knowledge building plays a vital role 

in meeting the need for knowledge creation and education innovation. This is particularly important with regard 

to science education when authentic scientific practices are emphasized. However, most of the knowledge-

building studies in the literature lasted a few months or even weeks, while students’ engagement in knowledge 

building has not been investigated over a long time, even though the sustained practice is an important step to 

examine knowledge building. Thus, two considerations were inspired: (1) how to sustain a long-term development 

of knowledge-building communities to deploy students’ high-level epistemic agency in Knowledge Forum 

engagement; (2) how to engage students in the kind of knowledge building carried out by scientists, who 

progressively extend existing knowledge. 

As pointed out by Bereiter et al. (2019), the high-level epistemic agency requires students to view their 

work from a broader perspective, which can be achieved through students’ meta-knowledge of knowledge 

building. Just as knowledge about knowledge (e.g., the nature of science) is necessary for scientific practice, 

knowledge about knowledge building lays a foundation for students to achieve collective knowledge 

advancement. Bereiter et al. (2019) discussed the importance of discourse as both an epistemic object of inquiry 

and a form of explicit knowledge on knowledge building. Several studies have explored how students gain meta-

knowledge from knowledge-building discourse (Chan et al., 2019; Tong et al., 2018) and found that students with 

better insights into knowledge building had a deeper scientific understanding, while those with a deeper 

understanding of knowledge-building principles had deeper Knowledge Forum engagement. 

Accordingly, this study developed a design trajectory and investigated how knowledge building of the 

same cohort progressed over the two years, focusing on their epistemic understanding of knowledge building. 
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 Specifically, whether and to what extent students made collective knowledge advancement across studies, how 

their epistemic understanding changed over time, as well as what was the interplay among students’ epistemic 

understanding, Knowledge Forum engagement, collective knowledge advancement, and individual scientific 

understanding were explored. The research questions are: (1) Did students improve on collective knowledge 

advancement over time with progressive designs? (2) What characterized students’ epistemic understanding of 

knowledge building, and what was the developmental trajectory of their epistemic understanding across studies? 

(3) What characterized students’ engagement on Knowledge Forum, and what was the interplay among their 

epistemic understanding, Knowledge Forum engagement, and knowledge advancement? 

Methods 

Participants 
A total of 211 students from four Grade Four (initially) classes participated in this research: Class A (n = 54), 

Class B (n = 53), Class C (n = 51), and Class D (n = 53). They had no experience of online discussion before the 

first study. The first author also took on the role of the teacher in the study. 

Design trajectory of knowledge building 
Four iterative studies were conducted following increasing complex knowledge-building designs over two years. 

After establishing a basic knowledge-building culture by using Knowledge Forum (KF) (Study 1), the meta-

discourse aspect was developed for productive KF discourse (Study 2), followed by the use of Idea-Friend Maps 

(IFM, external representations of a learning analytics tool present data and evidence exported from KF) for 

collective cognitive responsibility (Study 3). Finally, the refined IFM design supported students along their co-

designed collective journey for progressive knowledge building (Study 4). From Study 2, experimental and 

comparison conditions were included to examine the effects of the knowledge-building designs. Figure 1 depicts 

the progressive design of KF views combined with the design trajectory of knowledge-building across studies. 

Figure 2 shows the original and refined IFM used in Studies 3 and 4. Details of the role of IFM designs in 

scaffolding knowledge building have been reported in Feng et al. (2020). 
 

 
Figure 1. Progressive design of KF views across studies 

 

 
Figure 2. Original IFM: group and community-level IFM. Refined IFM: all three levels of IFM 
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 Study 1 (November 2016 – January 2017) 
This study aimed to implement knowledge building as an initial attempt in four classes in China. Students learned 

Sound in each class received the same pedagogy, which encouraged idea-sharing and idea improvement. 

Study 2 (April 2017 – June 2017) 
The insights gained from Study 1 informed this study, which was aimed at promoting knowledge-building 

discourse through meta-discourse when studying Force and Motion. A face-to-face whole classroom meta-

discourse of knowledge-building was first designed as an intervention and focused on theory building and 

collective cognitive responsibility. A face-to-face offline group meta-discourse was also designed to provide 

opportunities for students to practice theory building and collective cognitive responsibility. The experimental 

classes (Classes A and C) received both designs, whereas the comparison classes (Classes B and D) only took 

part in the whole-class meta-discourse. 

Study 3 (November 2017 – January 2018) 
Based on the first two studies’ findings, this study expected to promote students’ collective cognitive 

responsibility when they were learning about Electricity. Students worked like scientists as a community to pursue 

different but related ideas and conceptualize the community’s current state and future direction. Two experimental 

factors were included. Factor 1 is the IFM (Figure 2), which provides external representations using the learning 

analytics tool KBDeX (Oshima et al., 2012). Factor 2 refers to a community view (Figure 1) created on KF in the 

final phase to help conceptualize collective ideas and promote theory building (Zhang et al., 2009). A 2 (IFM vs. 

no IFM) × 2 (Community view vs. no Community view) factorial experiment was conducted to explore these two 

factors’ influences. Class A used neither of the two factors, Class B used Factor 2, Class C used Factor 1, and 

Class D used both factors. 

Study 4 (April 2018 – June 2018) 
This study was an extension of Study 3 and aimed to enhance progressive knowledge building using the refined 

IFM and a co-designed collective journey of knowledge building, which were applied when students were learning 

Human Input and Output. Classes A and B were the comparison classes and used the original IFM, which provided 

the same learning environment as Class C in Study 3, whereas Classes C and D, as experimental classes, used the 

refined IFM and took part in the co-designed collective journey of knowledge building. 

Table 1 illustrates the design challenges, learning problems, knowledge-building goals, and key designs 

of the design trajectory. 
 
Table 1: Design trajectory of knowledge building over two years 
 

Study Challenge Learning problem Knowledge-building goal Key design 

1 Knowledge 
building 
culture 

How to work like 
researchers to 
collaborate with peers? 

Idea-sharing and idea 
improvement 

• Engagement in sharing and 
improving ideas 

2 Intensive 
thread 
building 

How to work like 
research groups to 
develop specific 
research topics? 

Theory building  Whole classroom meta-discourse 
 Offline group meta-discourse 

3 Extensive 
thread 
building 

How to work like 
researchers as a 
community to pursue 
different but related 
ideas? 

Symmetric knowledge 
advancement 

 Fixed/interactive/opportunistic 
collaboration 

 The group-level IFM for visualizing 
similarities and differences in ideas 
of different groups 

Collective 
ideas 
mapping 

How to identify the 
current state and future 
direction of community 
knowledge? 

Collective cognitive 
responsibility 

 The community-level IFM for 
visualizing collective ideas 

 Design of a community view in the 
Knowledge Forum 

4 Progressive 
knowledge 
building 

How to sustain 
progressive knowledge 
building? 

Progressive knowledge 
building 

 A co-designed collective journey of 
knowledge-building 

 The knowledge building-level IFM 
for visualizing boundaries of ideas 

 

Data sources 
Multiple data sources were collected across the four studies, including pre-/post-science learning tests, KF notes, 

interviews, and questionnaires. 
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 Analyses and results 

RQ1: Did students improve on collective knowledge over time with progressive designs? 
Based on knowledge-building research on KBDeX (Oshima et al., 2012), a higher Total Degree Centrality (TDC) 

means a denser network of domain keywords and discourse, denoting more collective knowledge advancement 

(Oshima et al., 2017). Using the KBDeX word networks, we can track how different groups evolved in their 

collective KF work across phases and studies. Figure 3 shows the changing word networks of Class D exported 

from KBDeX across studies, with an upward trend in the TDC and network density. Class D shared the same 

pedagogy design with all the other classes in Study 1; acted as a comparison class in Study 2 (adopting the whole 

classroom meta-discourse rather than the offline group meta-discourse); used both IFM and the rising-above 

community view in Study 3; and employed both the co-designed collective journey of knowledge building and 

the refined IFM in Study 4. More interestingly, Class D’s network was more decentralized before Study 3 when 

it acted as a comparison class. Afterward, both its TDC and network density increased over time. These results 

indicate that students promote collective knowledge advancement over time, particularly in the last two studies. 
 

Figure 3. Changing word networks of Class D across studies 

RQ2. What characterized students’ epistemic understanding of knowledge building, and what 
was the developmental trajectory of their epistemic understanding across studies? 
To investigate epistemic understanding and specifically, how students understood the goals and processes of 

knowledge building, and challenges they faced and solutions proposed, we interviewed around 30 students in the 

first three studies and collected written questionnaires using similar questions from 211 students in the final study. 

A set of codes was then developed and used by a second-rater to code all the transcriptions of students’ answers. 

The inter-rater reliability was .79 for goals and processes and .80 for challenges and solutions (Cohen’s kappa). 

Understanding of knowledge building goals and processes 
Students were required to answer several similar questions in each study, including “What did you think 

knowledge building is?” and “What is your biggest change in the process of knowledge-building learning?” 

Qualitative coding of students’ responses resulted in five major levels (Table 2). 
 
Table 2: Levels of epistemic understanding of knowledge-building goals and processes 
 
Level Goal Process
1 Gain more knowledge Like a solitaire game: ask a question, answer it, and then ask a new question.
2 Get the right answer Like climbing stairs: ask a question, answer it, and then ask a new question 

at a higher level. 
3 Develop ideas Solve problems, improve ideas, and pursue sustained inquiries.
4 Collective cognitive 

responsibility 
Promote the advancement of collective knowledge, such as synthesis, shared 
regulation, and lending support. 

5 Progressive knowledge 
building 

Ask a question → Hypothesize/Propose a theory → Find evidence → Make 
a conclusion/Improve the theory → Ask a new question. Every process was 
conducted in the community through group communication and peer review. 
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 Reflection on knowledge-building challenges and solutions 
Students were required to answer similar questions in each study, such as “What impressed you most in the 

learning process?” “What experiences make you like a scientist?” “If other students want to conduct knowledge-

building learning, what advice do you want to give them?” and “What do you want to get from knowledge building 

for your future study?” Qualitative coding of students’ responses also resulted in five major levels, which were 

consistent with Table 2. Three considerations for progressive knowledge building were also identified as synthesis 

and sustained inquiry, group communication and peer review, and community and individual development. 

Synthesis and Sustained Inquiry. Some students answered that they should focus on synthesizing 

collective ideas. For example, when being asked, “Which experiences make you like a scientist in the process of 

knowledge-building learning?” student c707 answered that “Synthesize ideas as much as possible.” Some students 

perceived knowledge-building challenges as creating new questions and hypotheses. For instance, concerning the 

question “If other students want to conduct knowledge-building learning, what advice do you want to give them?” 

students c724 and c338 answered, “You have to learn to ask questions and do not obey authorities” and 

“Hypothesize like a little scientist, do not be afraid of making mistakes” respectively. More profoundly, student 

c703 unpacked the relationship between synthesis and sustained inquiry, “When conducting knowledge-building 

learning, they (new learners) should build on our existing knowledge (KF writings) and spend more time in new 

fields, to create new knowledge better.” These results indicate that conducting a sustained inquiry based on the 

synthesized ideas might be effective in progressive knowledge building. 

Group Communication and Peer Review. Some students reported that the challenge was to enhance 

group communication and collaboration. For instance, in terms of the question “What impressed you most in the 

learning process?” student c752 claimed that “Conduct an experiment with other groups and discuss with 

classmates.” More profoundly, some students believed the challenge was to conduct a peer review on the theory’s 

scientific nature through communication and collaboration. For instance, when being asked, “If other students 

want to conduct knowledge-building learning, what advice do you want to give them?” student c740 proposed 

that “Each student first asks a question, then the students who ask the same questions are assigned to the same 

group. After a few weeks, students from different groups can communicate and question each other.” These results 

indicate conducting group communication for peer review as another possible way of progressive knowledge 

building. 

Community Development and Individual Development. Some students perceived that the challenge was 

to promote collective knowledge advancement. For example, student c703 reported that “When learning Human 

Input and Output, they (new learners) should build on our existing knowledge (KF writings) and spend more time 

in new fields, to create new knowledge better.” In contrast, some focused on individual development. For instance, 

student c733’s answer to the question “What do you want to get from knowledge building for your future study?” 

was, “I want to create a model to promote my knowledge-building learning.” More profoundly, student c729 

revealed how to deal with the relationship between the community and individual development by answering that 

“I want to create a new KF view to visualize my learning process.” These results demonstrate that contributing to 

collective knowledge advancement would benefit individual learning, while a clear understanding of individual 

learning processes would, in turn, promote progressive knowledge building. 

Developmental trajectory of epistemic understanding 
We calculated the percentage of each level from each study to identify the developmental trajectory of students’ 

epistemic understanding (Figure 4). 

 

 
Note. Level 1: gain more knowledge; Level 2: get the right answer; Level 3: develop ideas; Level 4: collective 

cognitive responsibility; Level 5: progressive knowledge building. 

Figure 4. Percentages of different levels of students’ epistemic understanding across studies 
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 Results show that students understood knowledge building at relative lower levels in Study 1 (i.e., 

gaining more knowledge or getting the right answer). More than half of students considered it as a process of 

developing ideas in Study 2, while a significant quarter perceived it as collective cognitive responsibility or 

progressive knowledge building in Study 3. Notably, even in the large sample-size questionnaire analysis in the 

final study, a significant one-tenth of students identified knowledge building as progressive knowledge building. 

These results suggest that students’ epistemic understanding developed from idea-sharing to theory building, 

collective cognitive responsibility, and finally to progressive knowledge building. 

RQ3. What characterized students’ engagement on Knowledge Forum, and what was the 
interplay among their epistemic understanding, Knowledge Forum engagement, and 
knowledge advancement? 

Student engagement on KF in iterative studies (Studies 1-4) 
We adopted KF log data (e.g., #notes created) to assess students’ KF participation and interaction. Take Class D 

as an example who created an average of less than 2 KF notes in Study 1 and less than 7 notes in Study 2, while 

around 15 notes in Studies 3 and 4. In the final study, the average numbers of notes created, notes built on, notes 

read, scaffolds used, views worked, and references used were 13.67, 6.92, 110.02, 21.62, 6.77, and 3.83, 

respectively. These figures reveal students’ improved KF participation and interaction over time. 

We also examined the depth of KF discourse with a coding scheme composed of several categories, 

including Questioning, Theorizing, and Community. These categories depict cognitive, metacognitive, social, and 

community aspects of knowledge building (Figure 5). Two raters independently coded about 30% of all the notes. 

The inter-rater reliability was .75 for Questioning, .88 for Theorizing, and .79 for Community (Cohen’s kappa). 

According to Figure 5, students showed low-level Questioning (Q1) and Theorizing (T1) in Study 1, an 

improvement of Theorizing (T2) in Study 2, usage of Community in Study 3, and the abilities to use high-level 

Questioning (Q3), Theorizing (T4), and Community (C3 and C4) in the final study. These results indicate students’ 

engagement in progressively deepening discourse over time. Previous qualitative analyses of Studies 3 and 4 also 

demonstrate the developmental patterns of students’ KF discourse, such as Community-bridging knowledge (C1) 

→ Community-synthesis (C3) → Questioning-sustained inquiry (Q3) → Theorizing-improving an explanation 

(T4) (Feng et al., 2020). This analysis can be used to examine longitudinal changes for 4 studies. 

 

 
Note. Questioning: Q1= fact-oriented; Q2= explanation seeking; Q3= sustained inquiry. Theorizing: T1= simple 

claim; T2= proposing an explanation; T3= supporting an explanation; T4= improving an explanation. 

Community: C1= bridging knowledge; C2 = shared regulation; C3= synthesis; C4= lending support. 

Figure 5. Percentages of knowledge-building discourse moves used by Class D across studies 

Relationships among epistemic understanding, KF engagement, and knowledge advance (Study 4) 
Correlation Analysis. We focused on Study 4 and examined the interrelationships among epistemic understanding, 

KF engagement, collective knowledge advancement, and scientific understanding. Table 3 shows the correlations 

among students’ epistemic understanding, KF engagement, collective knowledge advancement, and scientific 

understanding of Study 4, involving students who participated in the questionnaires on epistemic understanding 

(n = 211). Students’ epistemic understanding of knowledge building referred to scores of the combination of 

students’ understanding of knowledge building goals and processes and challenges and solutions. Their 

engagement on KF included: (1) KF interaction (i.e., #notes created, #build-on notes, #notes read, #scaffolds 

used, #views worked) and KF metacognition (i.e., #reference used) based on factor scores of KF log data derived 

from factor analysis, and (2) depth of KF discourse scores based on the coding of KF writings, including the 

higher-level scores (i.e., Q3, T3, T4, C1, C2, C3, and C4). Collective knowledge advancement was denoted by 

students’ contribution to collective knowledge advancement based on TDC derived from the KBDeX note 
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 network. Moreover, students’ scientific understanding and prior scientific understanding were represented by their 

post-test and pre-test results, respectively. 

 

Table 3: Correlations among epistemic understanding, KF engagement, and knowledge advancement (n = 211) 
 
Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1.Epistemic understanding -      
2.KF interaction .36*** -     
3.KF metacognition -.09 .00 -    
4.Depth of KF discourse .36*** .18* .11 -   
5.Collective knowledge advancement .23** .68*** .10 .30*** -  
6.Prior scientific understanding .10 .01 -.11 .02 .13 - 
7.Scientific understanding .44*** .36*** .00 .30*** .34*** .42*** 

 

Students’ contribution to collective knowledge advancement showed significant correlations with their 

epistemic understanding (r(120) = .23, p = .010), KF interaction (r(184) = .68, p < .001), and depth of KF 

discourse (r(184) = .30, p < .001). These results suggest that higher epistemic understanding, KF interaction, and 

deeper usage of discourse moves were related to collective knowledge advancement. 

Students’ scientific understanding displayed significant correlations with their prior scientific 

understanding (r(187) = .42, p < .001), their contribution to collective knowledge advancement (r(174) = .34, p < 

.001), and their epistemic understanding (r(133) = .44, p < .001). These findings indicate that students’ epistemic 

understanding and their contribution to collective knowledge advancement were correlated with scientific 

understanding. 

Path Analysis. We also employed a path analysis testing the interplay among students’ epistemic 

understanding, KF engagement, collective knowledge advancement, and scientific understanding. As predicted, 

these variables might be related, as shown by the path model in Figure 6. With a sample size of 211, the 

hypothesized path model was analyzed by AMOS 19. Results show a good fit: TLI and CFI were above .95, Chi-

square was not significant, and RMSEA was less than .08 (Table 4). According to Figure 6, students’ epistemic 

understanding predicted their KF interaction and depth of KF discourse, which further influenced collective 

knowledge advancement and scientific understanding. Furthermore, students’ epistemic understanding also 

directly predicted their scientific understanding. 

 

 
Figure 6. A path model indicating the prediction of epistemic understanding on knowledge advancement 

mediated by KF engagement 

 

Table 4: Goodness of fit indices of the path analysis model 
 
 χ2 df p TLI CFI RMSEA RMSEA 90% CI 

Path model 6.73 4 .15 .95 .99 .06 .00-.13 

Note. Structural equation modeling was applied to the analysis. TLI = Tucker-Lewis index; CFI = comparative 

fit index; RMSEA = root-mean-square error of approximation; RMSEA = 90% confidence interval of RMSEA. 

Conclusion and discussion 
Most knowledge-building studies are typically conducted within one semester or several months/weeks on one 

specific curriculum topic. Differently, this study is one of the few studies with the same cohort that spanned two 

years with evolving knowledge-building designs. This study built on current knowledge-building research and 

examined the specific role of epistemic understanding in examining how young students identified higher-level 

learning challenges in knowledge building. Results demonstrate that even elementary school children could 

propose new approaches to progressive knowledge building, such as synthesis and sustained inquiry, group 

communication and peer review, and community and individual development. They also presented an improved 

epistemic understanding of knowledge building over the four iterative studies, following a developmental 

Depth of  
KF discourse 

Epistemic 
understanding 

KF 
interaction 

Collective 
knowledge 

advancement 

Scientific 
understanding 

.38
***

 

.36
***

 

.41
***

 

.65
***

 

.19
***

 

.25
***
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 trajectory of viewing knowledge building as a way to gain more knowledge, get the right answer, develop ideas, 

take collective cognitive responsibility, and then conduct progressive knowledge building. 

The findings also reveal the positive influence of epistemic understanding on KF interaction and depth 

of KF discourse, which further promoted collective knowledge advancement and individual scientific 

understanding. It supports the argument of Bereiter et al. (2019) that meta-knowledge about knowledge building 

is needed for research advance, and this study has identified the epistemic understanding of knowledge building 

as one such area and illuminates on its trajectories and developmental patterns in a longitudinal design study. 

Epistemic understanding would be effective in strengthening epistemic agency, and students with deeper 

epistemic understanding are more likely to engage in productive KF discourse. Students’ continued knowledge-

building experience was possibly intertwined with epistemic understanding, and such reciprocal effects may 

facilitate their knowledge advancement. Further inquiry into how trajectories of knowledge-building designs for 

promoting students’ epistemic understanding and progressive knowledge building will be conducted. 
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